
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Bannon _______________________ long.1. (past/not/wait)did not have to wait

Now when everything was coming along so nice,
___________________________________ in and spoil it all?
2.

(why/he/past/come/and/butt/?)
why did he have to come and butt

He _______________ an instant for this.3. (past/think)had to think

She was the house girl, she ______________________ in no field.4.
(past/not/work)

didn't have to work

________________________________ about?5.
(what/I/should/grumble/?)

What should I have to grumble

He did not want to say what he _____________.6. (past/say)had to say

He ______________________ inside the envelope to know what was
there.
7.

(past/not/look)
didn't have to look

But I _______________________ at once.8. (not/decide)don't have to decide

I ______________________ them all over again.9. (shall/count)shall have to count

Of course, then, she ______________________ house, and didn't have
so many cares to tire her.
10.

(past/not/keep)
didn't have to keep

One glance at the two sentries Arno and Tony had silenced told Stan they
_______________________________________.
11.

(would/passive/bind/or/not/gag)
would not have to be bound or gagged

He ____________ satisfied with this.12. (past/be)had to be

But Luba definitely ______________________ that.13. (past/not/know)didn't have to know

We ____________________ it, we just did it on our own free will.14.
(past/not/do)

didn't have to do
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____________________________ to Greyson that she had been bored?15.
(why/she/past/admit/?)

Why did she have to admit

Ruth ________________________, for she yielded herself utterly to Jim's
strength and tenderness.
16.

(past/not/speak)
did not have to speak

He __________________________ it as Shakespeare did Hamlet or
Lear; he has only to discover it in himself.
17.

(not/create)
does not have to create

We _______________________ he was a genuine prophet since they do
not deny it.
18.

(not/prove)
do not have to prove

I ______________ her to the car steps.19. (past/help)had to help

I _______________ my medicine, don't I?20. (take)have to take
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